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Abstract--Identifying Diabetes from the tongue obtained before and after food are acquired using high resolution cameras from smart 

phone. Images are then individually processed (filtered, segmented) and then texture & color analysis are done. The differences between two 

images (before and after food) are then comparatively analyzed to predict the presence of diabetes. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Medical imaging is the technique, process and art of 
creating visual representations of the interior of a body for 
clinical analysis and medical intervention. Medical imaging 
seeks to reveal internal structures hidden by the skin and 
bones, as well as to diagnose and treat disease. Medical 
imaging also establishes a database of normal anatomy and 
physiology to make it possible to identify abnormalities. 
Medical imaging is often perceived to designate the set of 
techniques that noninvasively produce images of the internal 
aspect of the body.  In this limited sense, medicinal 
imaging can be seen as the arrangement of numerical 
opposite issues. This implies that cause (the properties of 
living tissue) is induced from impact (the watched signal). 
The term non obtrusive is utilized to indicate a method where 
no instrument is brought into a patient's body which is the 
situation for most imaging strategies utilized. 

Images of the tongue before and after food are acquired 
using high resolution cameras in smart phones. These images 
are then individually processed (filtered, segmented) and then 
texture and color analysis are done. The differences between 
these two images (before and after food) are then 
comparatively analysed to predict the presence of diabetes. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Diabetes Mellitus (DM) is characterized as a metabolic 
issue of different etiologies, portrayed by interminable 
hyperglycemia with aggravations of starch, fat and protein 
digestion system. It results from defects in insulin secretion, 
insulin action (resistance), or both. 

A. EARLY DIAGNOSIS AND SCREENING 

Diagnosis and Screening for Diabetes Mellitus (DM) and 
its complications leading to Diabetic Retinopathy (DR) are 
soon to become one of the 21st century's major health 
problems.Diagnosis and Screening for Diabetes Mellitus 
(DM) and its complications leading to Diabetic Retinopathy 
(DR) are soon to become one of the 21st century's major 
health problems. This represents a colossal financial burden 
to healthcare officials and governments. To battle this 
drawing nearer scourge proposes a non-intrusive strategy to 
recognize DM and Non-proliferative Diabetic Retinopathy 
(NPDR) the underlying phase of DR in light of three 

gatherings of highlights removed from tongue pictures. They 
include color, texture and geometry. A non-invasive capture 
device with image correction first captures the tongue 
images. A tongue color gamut is established with 12 colors 
representing the tongue color features. The texture values of 
eight blocks strategically located on the tongue surface, with 
the additional mean of all eight blocks is used to characterize 
the nine tongue texture features. Ratios represent the 
geometry features. Applying a combination of the 34 
features, the proposed method can separate Healthy/DM 
tongues as well as NPDR/DM-sans NPDR (DM samples 
without NPDR) tongues using features from each of the three 
groups with average accuracies of 80.52% and 80.33%, 
respectively. This is on a database comprising of 130 Healthy 
and 296 DM tests, where 29 of those in DM are NPDR. The 
littlest separation will tell that the pixel most 
straightforwardly matches that shading marker. Then the 
different article in the picture is shown in light of shading. 
After that the hues pixels are grouped utilizing the closest 
neighbor principle. 

III. PROTOCOL DESIGN DESCRIPTION 

System Model consist of four modules namely 

 Image Filtering. 

 Image Segmentation. 

 Texture Analysis. 

 Color Analysis. 

 
 

Fig.1:Architecture Diagram 
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A. IMAGE FILTERING 

The image is in the form of color (RGB) image. This 
RGB is needed to convert into Gray scale image. The process 
of conversion between RGB to intensity: 

Gray_Im = rgb2gray (filename); 

axes (handles.axes2); 

imshow (Gray_Im); 

a) Region of Interest 

 Extraction of ROI (Region of Interest) is aimed to 
extract the meaningful part of the image.  

b) Auto Thresholding 

 This would convert from a Gray scale image to a 
binary image by using "Progressive threshold algorithm. 

B. IMAGE SEGMENTATION 

a)  particle swarm optimization 

Particle Swarm Optimization is a way to deal with issues 
whose arrangements speak to as a pointin a n-
dimensionalarrangement space. A few particles are 
haphazardly set into the movement through this space. At 
each a cycle, they watchthe "wellness" of themselves and 
their neighbors and "imitate" effective neighbors (those 
whose present position speaks to a superior answer for the 
issue than theirs) by moving towards them. Various schemes 
for grouping particles into competing semi-independent 
flocks can be used, or all the particles can belong to a single 
global flock. This extremely simple approach has been 
surprisingly effective across a variety of problemdomains. 
PSO was developed by JamesKennedy and Russell Eberhart 
in 1995 after being inspired by the study of bird flocking 
behavior bybiologist Frank Heppner. It is related to 
evolutioninspired problem solving techniques such as genetic 
algorithms. 

b) PSO Algorithm 

PSO simulates the behaviors of bird flocking. Suppose 
the following scenario: a group of birds arerandomly 
searching food in an area. There is only one piece of food in 
the area to be searched. All the birds do not know the food is 
the best. Theeffective one is to follow the bird which is 
nearest to the food. PSO gained from the situation and 
utilized it to take care of the improvement issues. All of the 
particles have fitness values which are evaluated by the 
fitness function to be optimized and have velocities which 
direct the flying of theparticles. The particles fly through the 
problem spaceby following the current optimum particles. 
PSO is initializing with a group of random particles 
(solutions) and then searches for optima by updating 
generations. In every iteration, each particle is ultimately to 
simulate human visual learning process using computer 
technologies. A typical computer vision system can be 
divided into components. Texture analysis applied to various 
stages of the process updated by following two "best" values. 
The first one is the best solution (fitness). The fitness value is 

also stored. This value is called pbest. Another best value that 
is tracked by the particle swarm optimizer is the best value, 
obtained by any particle in the population. This best value is 
a global best and called gbest. When a particle takes part of 
the population as its topological neighbors, the best value is a 
local best and is called best. After finding the two best 
values, the particle updates its velocity and positions. 

C. Texture Analysis 

Major goals of texture research in computer vision are to 
understand, model and process texture andat the 
preprocessing stage, pictures could besegmented into 
contiguous regions based on texture properties of each 
region. At the feature extractionand the classification stages, 
texture features could be provide causes for classifying 
patterns or Identifying an objects. As a fundamental basis for 
all other texture-related applications texture analysis seeks to 
derive a general, efficient and compact quantitative 
description of textures so that various mathematical 
operations can be used to alter, compare and transform 
textures. Most available texture analysis algorithms involve 
extracting texture features and deriving an image coding 
scheme for presenting selected features.  

These algorithms might differ in either which texture 
features can be extracted or how they are presented in the 
description. For example, a statistical approach describes a 
texture via image signal statistics which reflect non 
deterministic properties of the spatial distribution of image 
signals. A spectral method extracts texture as a hierarchy of 
spatial arrangements of well-defined texture primitives. A 
probability model describes the underlying stochastic process 
that generates of the textures. Four major application 
domains related to texture analysis are texture classification, 
texture segmentation, shape from texture and texture 
synthesis. 

a) Texture classification  

Texture classification assigns a given texture to some 
texture classes. Two main classification methods are 
supervised and unsupervised classification. Supervised 
classification is provision into the texture class of a training 
set. A supervised classifier is trained using the dataset to 
learn a characterization for each texture class. Unsupervised 
classification does not require prior knowledge, which is able 
to be supervised and unsupervised classification.Supervised 
classification is provided into the texture class of a training 
set. A supervised classifier is trained using the dataset to 
learn a characterization foreach texture class. Unsupervised 
classification doesnot require prior knowledge, which is able 
toautomatically discover the different classes from input 
textures. Another class is semi-supervised with only partial 
prior knowledge being available.  

The majority of classification methods involve a two-
stage process. The first stage is feature extraction, which 
yields a characterization of each textures feature measures. It 
is important to identify and select and select distinguishing 
features that are invariant to an irrelevant transformation of 
the image such as translation, rotation and scaling. Ideally, 
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the quantitative measures of selected features should be very 
closely for similar textures. However, it is difficult problem 
to design a universally applicable feature extractor and most 
present ones are dependent and require more or less domain 
knowledge. The second stage is classification in which 
classifiers are trained to determine it for an each input texture 
based on obtained measures of select features. For an 
example, lcase a classifier is a function which takes the 
selected features as inputs and texture classes as outputs. 

b) Texture Segmentation 

 Texture segmentation partitions an image into a set 
of disjoint regions based on texture properties. So that each 
region is homogeneous with respect to on the certain texture 
characteristics. The results are segmentation can be applied 
for instance of an object recognition. Similar to the 
classification and segmentation of the texture also involves 
extracting features and deriving metrics to segregate textures. 
However, segmentation is generally harder than the 
classification, since boundaries that separate different texture 
regions have to be deducted an addition to recognizing 
texture in each region.  

Texture segmentation could also be supervised or 
unsupervised depending on if prior knowledge about the 
image or texture class if available. Supervised texture 
segmentation identifies and separates one or more regions 
that match texture properties shown in the training textures. 
Unsupervised segmentation has to first to recover different 
texture classes from an image before separating them into 
regions compared to the supervised case, the unsupervised 
segmentation is more flexible for real world applications 
despite that it is generally, more computationally expensive. 
Partitioning an image into homogeneous regions is very 
useful in a variety of applications of pattern recognition and 
machine learning to the supervised case, the unsupervised 
segmentation is more flexible for real world applications 
despite that it is generally, more computationally expensive. 
Partitioning an image into homogeneous regions is very 
useful in a variety of applications of pattern recognition and 
machine learning. 

c) Shape From Texture 

Shape from texture is the problem of estimating a 3D 
surface shape by analyzing texture property of a 2D image. 
Weak homogeneity or isotropy of textures likely to be 
provide a shape cue. For an instance, texture gradient is 
usually resulted from perspective projection when the surface 
is viewed by a slant, which infers the parameters of surface 
shape or the underlying perspective transformation. 
Therefore, via a proper measure of texture gradient, a depth 
map, the object shape could be recovered. Shape from texture 
has been used by recovering true surface orientation, 
reconstructing surface shape and inferring the 3D layout of 
objects in many applications. 

d) Texture Synthesis 

In computer graphics, texture synthesis is a common 
technique to create large textures from usually small 
rendering applications. A synthetic should differ from the 

samples, but should have perceptually identical texture 
characteristics. The main advantage of texture synthesis case 
that can naturally handle boundary condition and avoid 
verbatim repetitions. In computer vision, texture synthesis is 
of interest also because it provides it provides empirical way 
to test texture analysis. Because a synthesis algorithm is 
usually based, by the texture analysis, the result justifies the 
effectiveness of the underlying models. Compared to texture 
classification and segmentation, texture synthesis poses a 
bigger challenge to texture analysis because it requires a 
more detailed texture description and also reproducing 
textures is generally, more hard than discriminating  

D. COLOR ANALYSIS 

 The human visual system can distinguish hundreds 
of thousands of different color shades and intensities, but 
only around 100 shades of gray. Therefore, in an image, a 
great deal of extra information may be contained in the color 
and this more information can then be used to simplify image 
analysis. For an example, object identification and extraction 
based on color. Three independent quantities are used to 
describe any particular color. The hue is determined by the 
dominant wavelength. Visible colors occur between about 
400nm (violet) and 700nm (red) on the electromagnetic 
spectrum. The saturation is determined by the excitation 
purity and depends on the amount of white light mixed with 
the hue. A pure hue is fully saturated, i.e. no white light 
mixed in. Hue and Saturation together determine the 
chromaticity a given color. Finally, the intensity is 
determined by the actual amount of light with lighter 
corresponding to more intense colors. Achromatic light has 
no color. It is only attribute the quantity or intensity. Gray 
level is a measure of intensity. The intensity is determined by 
the energy, is therefore, a physical quantity. Brightness or 
therefore a physical quantity. Brightness or luminance is 
determine the perception of the color and therefore 
psychological.  

Given equally intense blue and green in that blue is 
perceived as much darker than the green. Our perception of 
intensity is nonlinear, with changes of normalized intensity 
from 0.1 to 0.11 and from 0.5 to 0.55 being perceived to an 
equal changes in brightness. Color depends primarily on the 
reflectance properties of an object. Rays that are reflected, 
while others are absorbed. However, consider the color of the 
light source and the nature of the human visual system. For 
an example, an object that reflects both red and green will 
appear green when there is green but no red light is 
illuminating it and conversely it will appear red in the 
absence of green light.A pure white light, it will appear 
yellow (=red+green). Color models provide a standard way 
to specify a particular color by defining a 3D coordinate 
system and a subspace that contains all constructible colors 
within a particular model any color that can be specified 
using a model will correspond to a single point within the 
subspace it defines. 
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IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

 

 

Fig.2. Original Image Before Food  

 

Fig.3. Original Image After Food  

 

Fig.4. Grayscale Image Before Food  

 

 

Fig.5. Grayscale Image After Food  

 

Fig.6. Sharpened Image Before Food  

 

Fig.7. Sharpened Image After Food  
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Fig.8. Segmented Image Before Food  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.9. Segmented Image After Food 

 

Fig.10. Color Analysis Image Before Food 

 

 

Fig.11. Color Analysis Image After Food 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, Troublesome to predict the presence of 
diabetes people whose taste buds would have lost sensitivity 
due to heavy drinking and smoking. A tedious process as it 
involves acquiring images before and after food and the time 
was taken is also more. In the proposed system, pictures of 
the foot are used to predict the presence of diabetes. This 
process is comparatively easier as the time taken by waiting 
for before and after food images is reduced. Also works for 
people those taste buds have lost sensitivity. This whole 
system is to be programmed an application installed on smart 
phones are that can be easily used by normal people. 
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